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Good morning.  My name is Grant Cowles and I am the Senior Policy and Advocacy 
Associate at Citizens’ Committee for Children of New York (CCC).  CCC is a 74-year-old 
independent, multi-issue child advocacy organization dedicated to ensuring every New 
York child is healthy, housed, educated and safe.   
 
I would like to thank City Council Youth Services Committee Chair Matthieu Eugene and all 
of the members of the Youth Services Committee for holding today’s oversight hearing on 
Summer Youth Employment (SYEP).   Given that the administration has just released a new 
concept paper for SYEP, this hearing is particularly timely. 
 
CCC appreciates the City Council’s longstanding commitment to SYEP, particularly your 
ongoing work to ensure as many youth as possible can participate each summer. It is not 
unnoticed that every summer, thousands more youth are able to participate in SYEP 
because of the funding and advocacy from the City Council.  
 
We also appreciate the City Council working with the Administration to create the NYC 
Youth Employment Task Force, on which CCC participated.  And notably, we thank the 
Administration for its commitment to the work of the Task Force, for baselining 70,000 
slots last year, and for their thoughtful new SYEP concept paper (which will lead to new 
contracts beginning in 2018 and 2019).  The concept paper incorporates much of the work 
and thinking of the Task Force and we thank for the Council and the Administration for 
creating that valuable process and enabling CCC to participate.  
 
As you know, SYEP is a win-win-win for youth, communities, and the NYC economy. Youth 
gain skills in financial literacy, financial responsibility, professional expectations, and 
workplace experience while learning about career opportunities and industry-specific 
knowledge. Communities benefit from having youth engaged in pro-social programming 
during the summer months, and youth wages help youth, their families, and local 
businesses. Businesses and the New York City economy gain workers at no extra cost who 
often can provide unique contributions based upon their age, experiences, and dynamism, 
some of whom transition later into full-time employees for the business.  
 
Research has shown that SYEP leads to higher rates of school attendance and passage of 
the NYS Regents examinations, and lower rates of mortality and incarceration.1 2 Perhaps 
no greater example of SYEP’s success is demonstrated as well as the overwhelming 
participation by New York City youth.  
 
This most recent summer, thanks to the City Council, DYCD, and the Administration, 
funding was available for 70,000 youth to participate.  In the summer of 2016, nearly 

                                                           
1 NYU Steinhart School of Culture, Education and Human Development. More Than a Paycheck? The Impact of 
Summer Youth Employment on Students’ Educational Engagement and Success, June 2012. 
http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/scmsAdmin/media/users/spa2/SYEP_Policy_Brief_02_12_June_2012.pdf. 
2 The National Bureau of Economic Research. The Effects of Youth Employment: Evidence from New York City 

Summer Youth Employment Program Lotteries, December 2014. http://www.nber.org/papers/w20810. 
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140,000 youth applied for the program and just over 60,000 participated.3  Clearly , this 
program resonates with NYC’s youth. 
 
CCC believes that the SYEP concept paper sets up New York City to have an even stronger 
Summer Youth Employment Program in the future.  Notably, some of the highlights from 
the concept paper, which we believe will strengthen the Summer Youth Employment 
Program are: 
 

• A new program model for Younger Youth (14 and 15 year olds) that seeks to make 
SYEP more age-appropriate for these youth through project-based learning. 
 

• The inclusion of a year-round sector-focused work program for youth.  As the City 
Council has long-advocated (and funded) SYEP’s positive outcomes can be 
strengthened by having a year-round program.  

 
• Designated SYEP programming slots for vulnerable youth and youth with 

disabilities as these youth present some of the greatest needs and greatest gains 
from positive, strengths-based programs like SYEP.  

 
• The concept paper’s emphasis on finding jobs for youth in promising career sectors. 

Connecting youth to career fields that prepare them with real-world experience in 
growing, well-paying sectors is a tremendous value for participating youth.  

 
• The clear delineation of different program models for Younger Youth, Older Youth, 

Ladders for Leaders, Special Initiatives (Year-Round Sector Focused, Vulnerable 
Youth, NYCHA Neighborhoods, Youth with Disabilities, Cure Violence), and School-
Based programs.  

 
Despite these strengths, CCC will be offering the administration recommendations in the 
form of comments next week.  We hope that the City Council can also weigh in with similar 
recommendations. Our recommendations will include: 
 

• The Administration Should Fund DYCD to Increase SYEP Capacity 
The SYEP concept paper anticipates contracting for 70,000 slots in the Summer of 
2019, thus no growth. As mentioned previously, and as the Council is well-aware, 
there is tremendous unmet demand for SYEP.  While the concept paper says that the 
RFP will be “open-ended to allow for potential expansion,” we strongly suggest that 
the administration and DYCD directly plan for expansion slots so that SYEP can 
eventually become a universal program for New York City youth.  We were deeply 
disappointed to see that there is no anticipated growth.  We urge the Administration 
to at a minimum build the SYEP contracts around an expectation of growing to 
serve100,000 youth each summer. 
 

                                                           
3 Department of Youth and Community Development.  Summer Youth Employment Program Annual Report 
2016.  https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/dycd/downloads/pdf/2016_SYEP_Annual_Summary.pdf. 
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The luck of a lottery draw should not determine whether youth can benefit from this 
potentially life-altering program. Investing in SYEP is a multi-faceted investment in 
the youth, their families, their communities, and the future of the New York City 
economy with manifold benefits in the short-term and long-term.  
 

• DYCD Should Provide Free or Reduced Price Metrocards to SYEP Participants 
CCC believes that DYCD should provide free Metrocards for SYEP participants. The 
requirement that students pay for their own transportation is highly burdensome.  
Younger youth will only be paid a stipend and 16-24 year olds will only be paid the 
minimum wage—and the youth do not receive their first paycheck until several 
weeks after they have started work. Transportation costs should not be an 
impediment for a youth to participate in SYEP. 
 

• DYCD Should Inform Providers of the Number of Slots They are Being 
Awarded as Early as Possible 
Providers have had a yearly challenge of coordinating SYEP job placements because 
they have not been informed of the actual number of youth they will serve until very 
late, sometimes with only a few weeks notice. While this has often been due to 
tremendous investments in SYEP by the City council, this has been a challenge for 
providers as last minute planning can sometimes sacrifice the quality of the 
experience.  It also means that many youth do not know that they can participate in 
SYEP until very close to the start date.  We will be urging DCYD to inform providers 
as early as possible, preferably in the fall, of the number of SYEP slots and which 
type of slots they will awarded so they can effectively arrange the job placements, 
starting with the summers of 2018 and 2019 when there will likely be a lot of 
shifting from the new contracts. 
 

• DYCD Should Modify the New Training and Orientation Process Outlined in the 
Concept Paper 
The concept paper lays out different training requirements for different age groups:  
for 14-15 year olds (Younger Youth) the orientation and training is part of the 
summer program; for 16-24 year olds there is an 8-hour unpaid training that can be 
spread over various sessions and can be a mix of classroom and online; and Ladders 
for Leaders has a 30-hour unpaid training.  
 
CCC is concerned that the eight-hour unpaid orientation session for older youth 
SYEP participants (ages 16-24) will be a deterrent to program participation. While 
an orientation is important to teaching the skills that are necessary to make SYEP 
successful, an eight-hour orientation seems too long for youth to sufficiently engage 
and retain information.  
 
In addition, we believe that returning SYEP participants in particular should be 
allowed to have shorter orientation requirements as they have already gone 
through the orientation process and they already have experience with SYEP 
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participation. One alternative process could be to utilize an entirely online 
curriculum for returning youth to refresh and update youth on relevant topics.  
 
Finally, we hope that DYCD will encourage the use of more interactive, relevant, and 
skill-based training during the orientation to keep youth engaged and convey 
information that they will retain. We believe an effective orientation d includes real-
life examples, role-playing, breakout sessions, practical tips, and other participatory 
exercises.  
 

• Increase Funding for Providers 
The concept paper does not specify actual per-participant-price (PPP) for each 
service option, but merely states a range of $325 to $1,000 PPP. DYCD should 
specify the PPP for each service option in the RFP. Additionally, $325 for any service 
option is too low for providers to effectively administer and support youth in SYEP 
placements. The $325 PPP has been the rate since 2004, and new contracts are an 
opportune time to address this low rate. 
 

• Suggestions to Modify the Younger Youth Model Described in the Concept 
Paper 
The concept paper introduces a Younger Youth model for 14 and 15 year olds. While 
we support the creation of this model, we have some suggestions to how it is laid 
out in the concept paper. 
 

o The concept paper changes the payment method for younger youth from 
hourly wages to a weekly stipend that starts at $50 per week and grows to 
$200 per week by the sixth and final week, for a maximum total of $700. We 
believe that DYCD should increase the overall amount paid to younger youth 
because $700 is much lower than previously paid through hourly wages 
(approximately $1,150 less).  In addition, we believe this total is too low to 
adequately incentivize these youths to participate and will hinder the 
experience of earning a decent wage.  
 

o We also believe that the tiered payment scheme is weighted too low for the 
first two weeks (currently at $50 for first week and $75 for second week). 
While we can support a tiered payment system where payments grow each 
week, we believe it needs to start higher and not punish those who miss one 
week, as they would not earn the $200 from the highest paid week (28% of 
the total summer stipend.)   

 

o CCC is also concerned that the creation of this new Younger Youth model, 
which is classroom-based and only 3 days a week, will prohibit 14 and 15 
year olds from being able to be camp counselors or CITs in summer 
programs.  CCC is interested in learning more from providers about whether 
this will impact their ability to staff their current summer programs and/or 
expand to meet demand. 
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o Finally, CCC believes that the staffing ratio for the younger youth model 

described in the concept is too low at 1:25. The class-based and project-
based learning model requires highly qualified staff to lead a room of youth 
for the entire day. We do not believe this can be done effectively at a 1:25 
ratio and we urge DYCD to use a lower ratio when they issue the SYEP RFP.  
In addition, the PPP funding for younger youth should also reflect the more 
demanding staff requirements. 

 
• Vulnerable Youth Model 

CCC is once again pleased to see that SYEP is being targeted to vulnerable youth, 
including those involved in the justice system, foster care, ACS preventive services, 
runaway and homeless youth, and those living in homeless shelters.  We support 
reserving slots for these young people, in a separate lottery that increases the 
likelihood that they will be able to participate. 
 
We remain concerned that separating these youth, and calling the program 
“Vulnerable Youth” is stigmatizing to these youth.  We also believe that many of 
these youth could benefit from being in the regular SYEP program with their peers 
(rather than a special program for foster youth or homeless youth, etc.). 
Employment can be an opportunity for a positive and normalizing experience, 
which is particularly useful for many of these youth. DYCD should thus make sure 
these youth are not unnecessarily separated from other SYEP youth, are not publicly 
labeled as “vulnerable” youth, or given job placements that are less valuable than 
other youth.  
 
In addition, the concept paper lays out a vision that the SYEP providers working in 
the “Vulnerable Youth” option will provide or refer these youth for support services 
such as mental health and housing support.  We are concerned that this level of 
intervention by the SYEP provider might be beyond the scope of the short summer 
program.  In addition, all of these youth, except for those living in the family shelter 
system, already have a social service provider required to be arranging those types 
of services for the youth.  While we agree that it is important that SYEP providers 
working with these youth who identify an unmet need take steps to address it, we 
do not think the responsibility should shift from the ongoing provider to the 
summer provider. 
 
Finally, though the concept paper does not detail how many youth will be served in 
each special initiative program, DYCD should ensure that the number of slots 
reserved for “vulnerable youth” continues to expand. The Task Force recommended 
increasing the number of youth from these settings to 5,000 by 2020, and we urge 
DYCD to ensure they at least meet this minimum objective.  
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In conclusion, CCC is grateful to the City Council for its commitment to youth employment 
and SYEP.  We look forward to working with you to support our youth through a 
continually improving SYEP program.  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to testify. 


